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The adherence to the many mythological epithets of the Roman goddess Juno by the 

character Juno in Sean O‘Casey‘s play Juno and the Paycock is explained through O‘Casey‘s 

own childhood experiences. His mother (Susan Casey), after the death of his father, ―tried 

desperately to keep her family alive and healthy despite the filth, ignorance, and despair of 

tenement life‖ (daRin 9). This sentiment reflects the Juno of O‘Casey‘s play; a series of 

emotional trials do not bend her will, nor do they ultimately distract her from her role as mother 

by the play‘s end. O‘Casey, suffering from a debilitating physical ailment concerning his 

eyesight, relied entirely on the ―heroic efforts‖ of his mother who ―took him to a clinic miles 

from their home for treatment‖ (daRin 9). This, again, reflects Juno Boyle as she unflinchingly 

deals with her daughter‘s unexpected pregnancy with rationality and intelligence. The Juno of 

Roman mythology mirrors both women as her trials come in the form of her husband‘s 

infidelities and spousal ineptitude. Her response, throughout mythological works, is unwavering 

determination in the face of her husband Jupiter‘s abrasive behavior. O‘Casey‘s familiarity with 

the Juno of Roman mythology is implicit amongst the various literary works of his childhood 

and adolescence. Before learning how to read at sixteen, O‘Casey relied on the oral storytelling 

popular in the home of his youth and deliberately kept alive by his mother, who encouraged 

learning despite their circumstances. Though most of his mother‘s literary tastes revolved around 

the Bible, O‘Casey and his brothers held playwrights like Shakespeare and Boucicault in high 

regard (Kearney 22). Plays like A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Tempest both include 



references to the Roman Juno. Aesop‘s fables, typically transmitted through the oral traditional, 

include one piece entitled, coincidentally, ―The Peacock and Juno,‖ which directly references the 

Juno of myth. It is not unreasonable to infer that through O‘Casey‘s exposure to these works, he 

was more than casually familiar with the goddess Juno and her various epithets. Indeed, the 

many roles of Susan Casey, as provider, nurturer, and stoical widow, lay the foundation for Juno 

Boyle‘s proper recreation of the mythological character she is associated with. Also, by his own 

admission, O‘Casey acknowledges that Juno is ―based on events in my life‖ (Rollins 104). With 

this being known, the various mythological epithets of the Roman goddess directly correlate with 

the character Juno within the family dynamics of Juno and the Paycock.  

Under the epithet the ―goddess of hearth,‖ the Juno of Roman mythology embodies the 

divine force ruling over the focal point of the family home–the kitchen (Bray 91). Though the set 

design of the tenement home in which Juno and the Paycock takes place makes no clear 

distinction between living room and kitchen, the center of the stage clearly showcases the area 

where food is served, reiterating the fireplace used for food preparation (essentially a hearth) as 

crucial to the story (O‘Casey 205). Juno Boyle as the ―goddess of hearth,‖ given the traditionally 

prominent role of kitchens within the context of the family home, equates to the central force of 

O‘Casey‘s fictional family. Her role as the fundamental moralizing figure displays to the other 

family members the transcendent behavior they should aspire to. Heinz Kosok interprets her as 

similarly central to the logistics of the play: ―As a character, Juno from the start demands more 

attention than the others‖ (165). Furthermore, James Scrimgeour says outright that the main plot 

―centers around Juno‖ (73). The play also contains interactions between Juno and the Boyle men 

involving her role in the kitchen which, sheds light on her attitude toward the male members of 

the family. Johnny requests a glass of water and Juno‘s response is telling of her opinion in 



reference to her son. She says of his lackadaisical attitude, ―You‘d think he was bringin‘ twenty 

poun‘s a week into the house the way he‘s going on‖ (O‘Casey 206). Despite her serving him the 

glass of water anyway, it is apparent through this exchange that her serving him is her knowingly 

enabling his retrogressive behavior. Her argument with Mr. Boyle over the breakfast she has 

prepared for him displays a similar disdainful, yet committed, attitude. Even though he continues 

to spin ―yarns‖ and weasel out of work, she serves him sausage. His rejection of the food does 

not deter her; she continues pressing him until finally conceding to his eternal stubbornness and 

pride. The ―sausage incident‖ just furthers the notion of Juno representing the positive role 

model for the family. The men are resistant to her in the play, which ultimately leads to their 

downfall. The source of Juno‘s transcendence can be traced to another one of her mythological 

counterpart‘s epitaphs: the ―genius of womanhood‖ (Bray 19).  

Juno Boyle establishes herself as a relative ―genius‖ early on in the play. In the first act, 

she confronts one of the primary intellectual disputes of the play with the unique insight 

attributed to her character. Both her children reference the importance of living by a set of 

―principles.‖ Juno‘s response to this kind of irrational idealism is, without a doubt, the result of a 

woman hardened and educated by tenement life. Her individual perspective of the world revolves 

around the value of life – a concept both Mary and Johnny are unappreciative of. She explains to 

Johnny after his proclamation of ―a principle‘s a principle‖ that he lost his best principle when he 

lost his arm (O‘Casey 221). Essentially, Johnny sacrificing his left arm for a ―principle‖ resulted 

in a very serious threat to his livelihood in Juno‘s eyes. While missing an arm, Johnny is less 

valued as a laborer than a man who still has both. Through her experiences as mother and 

provider, Juno is a survivalist. To her, sustaining life and keeping her family fed supersedes 

ideology. She adheres to a pragmatic rationalism that is attained through the genius of 



womanhood and is lacking in the other family members. The traditional concerned, watchful role 

women take up within the familial structure offers Juno a unique opportunity to ascertain truths 

from the pitfalls of her loved ones (her husband being an especially useful teaching mechanism). 

She is disconcerted by Johnny‘s replication of the same vainglory that plagues Capt. Jack. Doris 

daRin remarks, ―Johnny‘s involvement in the political scene was based more upon his youthful 

vanity than upon any strong commitment to the ideals and values of republicanism‖ (52). To 

Juno‘s dismay, she is far too late to rescue her son from his ignorance, but he is redeemed 

through her quick reaction to Mary‘s character damaging pregnancy and knowing dismissal of 

her husband. However, Juno‘s ―genius‖ is not infallible. Like the Roman goddess she is 

associated with, Juno is faulty, making mistakes of her own.  

Virgil‘s Juno of The Aeneid is a vindictive, jealous goddess who proves to be the 

principal antagonistic force in Aeneas‘s journey. This Juno is certainly not the admirable goddess 

Roman women prayed to for aid. One of Juno Boyle‘s indiscretions within the context of the 

play occurs when the prospect of inheriting a substantial amount of money makes her ignore her 

genius. Caught up in the fervor of excitement surrounding their future wealth, Juno makes no 

attempt to halt the mounting debt her family and herself are rapidly incurring. Kosok cites her 

acceptance in the arduous task of lugging around the gramophone, an obvious indulgence, as an 

example of her failings in this respect. He says, ―The room filled with useless junk ‗of a vulgar 

nature‘ and the gramophone that she carries in, show that she has not succeeded in handling the 

borrowed money in a useful way‖ (171). Juno is human and flawed, but her idealized role in the 

play does not waver even with these imperfections. If anything, she is bolstered by her mistakes. 

She undergoes a substantial metamorphosis by the play‘s end through the lessons she learns from 

her missteps. Kosok affirms this notion and furthers it by describing her as ―the only [character] 



to undergo a development‖ (165). In a symbolic sense, the meaning of Juno‘s name follows a 

similar developmental path. Capt. Jack, in Act I, recalls that Juno‘s name originated, in a 

somewhat absurd fashion, in relation to the month of June. The downplaying of her name is 

reminiscent of her initial actions regarding her family. She chides her children and husband, 

bickers and barks but does nothing beyond distributing verbal chastisements. After awakening 

from her stupor of passive disapproval in Act III, she earns the stoicism and ―genius‖ typically 

associated with the mythological figure who shares her name. Her remorse over hastily 

criticizing Mrs. Tancred and the sobering realization of her son‘s death allows her to remember 

her genius and grants her the ability to free herself from the life that forced her into a state of 

complacency. Juno‘s relationship with Capt. Jack follows this same platform of metamorphosis.  

The mythological namesake ―goddess of marriage‖ is fitting in the case of Juno Boyle 

(Bray 91). Her marriage to Capt. Jack not only highlights the significance of her role in the play, 

but also the juxtaposition between Capt. Jack and Juno‘s personalities, reinforcing the play‘s 

underlying gender commentary. James Scrimgeour writes of Juno, ―Her life is, as we can plainly 

see, a series of sacrifices for the other members of the family. Every action, whether a major one 

like holding a job to support the entire family or a minor one like getting the whining Johnny a 

glass of water, reveals this concern‖ (76). As a goddess, Juno Boyle embodies a beacon of light 

amidst the ignorant fog that hangs inside the Boyle household. This fog is portrayed through the 

mentality of the entire family, but Capt. Jack is by far the most pronounced. Scrimgeour 

comments on Juno‘s husband:  

Captain Jack Boyle, in direct contrast to his wife, is characterized by selfishness. 

Every act, whether it is borrowing money from all his neighbors on the strength of 

a will he knows fully well will never come in or a minor act like covering Joxer‘s 



empty plate with gravy and calling it ‗sausige,‘ shows him thinking only of 

himself. (76)  

Juno being the ―goddess of marriage‖ is a positive extreme in relation to Capt. Jack‘s negativity 

which coincides with their juxtaposition. This, in turn, fleshes O‘Casey‘s metaphor concerning 

the title of the play in referencing the myth of the Roman goddess.  

Even when given the task of protecting her, the Roman Juno‘s peacocks (Capt. Jack 

equating to Juno Boyle‘s ―paycock‖) are subservient or lesser than her. Though Juno considers 

her peacocks sacred, they still dwell beneath her as servants (Hamilton 27). Juno Boyle‘s love 

for her husband is implicit in her dedication. She puts up with his complaints about the pains in 

his legs and cooks breakfast for him despite his lying and disrespect (O‘Casey 211). But, the 

typical gender role of provider and ―head of the household‖ is reversed in Juno and the Paycock. 

The man, Capt. Jack, is not the dominant force and, like the mythological Juno‘s peacocks, 

dwells beneath Juno Boyle. O‘Casey‘s specific wordage reiterates the play‘s title acting as a 

literal reduction of Capt. Jack as a character and an archetypal masculine figure. Bernice Schrank 

writes, ―The play‘s title in juxtaposing ‗Paycock‘ and ‗Juno,‘ that is, godliness and animality, 

comments not only on its two main characters, but on human nature‖ (442). Juno does not 

necessarily serve, but merely acts on the love she feels for her flawed but sacred husband. David 

Krause remarks on this issue:  

O‘Casey was aware of the fact that the classical Juno was always associated with 

peacocks, the patron birds who are often near her or draw her chariot, but he used 

this aspect of the legend in a completely ironic way by giving Juno a peacock of a 

husband who takes his name from the common association with strutting vanity. 

(75)  



Both the woman of myth and the woman of O‘Casey‘s play also parallel one another in their 

problematic relationships with their spouses.  

While the Roman Juno has infidelities to deal with, Juno Boyle bears the weight of her 

family‘s survival in the midst of her husband‘s failings on her shoulders. Both women‘s spousal 

contentions define their personas within their individual stories. Rollins writes on the matter, 

―Like her Roman counterpart, O‘Casey‘s admirable woman struggles to salvage her marriage 

and protect her pregnant daughter, Mary. Yet ‗Captain‘ Jack, the Irish ‗paycock,‘ refuses to 

attend–to protect–his Irish Juno, preferring to skip into Foley‘s pub in his faded plumage, soiled 

clothes, and faded seaman‘s cap‖ (106). There is most certainly a reliable unreliability of the 

husbands in both the myth and O‘Casey‘s play. Jupiter never ceases in his extramarital affairs. 

The mythology of Juno ―shows her chiefly engaged in punishing the many women Jupiter fell in 

love with‖ (Hamilton 27). Capt. Jack is equally ceaseless in his infantile and irresponsible 

behavior. In Act I, Juno responds to his leg pains in a completely unsurprised and relatively 

exhausted manner. She says, ―Oh it won‘t be very long now till it travels into your left wan. It‘s 

miraculous that whenever he scents a job in front of him, his legs begin to fail!‖ (O‘Casey 213). 

There is a hopeless dedication consistent in both women. Not until the play‘s end does Juno 

Boyle wake up from this hopelessness and metamorphose from dutiful ―goddess of marriage‖ to 

something truly divine. Juno‘s mythological epithet born of the ―goddess of marriage‖ is the 

―goddess of childbirth‖ (Boyle 91). 

Mary‘s unexpected pregnancy proves to be the defining instance wherein Juno inhabits 

the role of ―goddess of childbirth.‖ Roman women prayed to the goddess seeking aid and 

reassurance in their pregnancies, which Juno Boyle provides for her hapless child. She calms 

Mary‘s fears pertaining to her ―poor little child‖ having no father: ―It‘ll have what‘s far betther—



it‘ll have two mothers‖ (O‘Casey 253). The involvement of two women in the birthing process is 

similar to the mid-wife and pregnant woman relationship. Again, this is a reflection of the 

mythological Juno‘s place at the bedside of her followers. But, Juno Boyle receives none of the 

respect of her Roman equivalent. Her advice falls on deaf ears, and Mary succumbs to the vanity 

her naivety ripens. Mary‘s romantic ideas about love and intellectuality, fostered by her 

literature, leave her vulnerable to the erudite Mr. Bentham. O‘Casey describes Mary as being 

―influenced by literature‖ which supposedly is ―pushing her forward‖ (O‘Casey 205). She has 

expectations for her future, and her relationship with Mr. Bentham is the means by which she 

believes she can attain these expectations. But, as Michael Kaufman says of Juno and the 

Paycock, it ―is a play of betrayed expectations‖ (192). Mary‘s naivety is reinforced by this 

duplicated concept of the importance of principles. Juno does her best to warn Mary of her 

destructive ideology, but her desire for high-minded living results in a bastard pregnancy. Mary‘s 

punishment is less fatal than Johnny‘s but a punishment nonetheless. The emotional mechanism 

of Johnny‘s death serves as a catalyst for the godly powers lurking inside Juno, her quick, 

competent reaction to Mary‘s predicament occurring directly after Juno receives word of her 

son‘s death (O‘Casey 252). Juno‘s lamentation incites maturation and divinity reiterated through 

her own final pleas, fittingly enough, directed toward Mary ―Mother o‘ God.‖ She explicitly 

cries out, ―Mother o‘ God, Mother o‘ God, have pity on us all!‖ (253). 

Notwithstanding, as far as Juno Boyle is concerned, is O‘Casey‘s general love of 

mothers. In a letter to Ronald Gene Rollins, O‘Casey writes, ―Juno is a true hero, though 

unhonored and unsung; like thousands more, and this heroism is everlasting, for it is from God‘s 

heart and is the central pulse of Nature. I have known many such courageous women, young and 

old. The greatest saints have never been canonized‖ (105). No doubt a result of O‘Casey‘s own 



intimate connection with his mother, the female characters throughout his work ―always remain 

close to the realities of life and when there is a call for responsible action they put aside self-

gratification and act‖ (Krause 78). The treachery of tenement life combined with human 

weakness incites the stoicism and bravery inherent in Juno Boyle. Her heroism, the antithesis of 

Capt. Jack‘s anti-heroics, stands as a testament to the divine mythos of her name.  
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Dr. Kearney’s Comments: I highly recommend this essay on Juno and the Paycock. It presents 

an insightful analysis of O‘Casey‘s use of myth therein which readers will find interesting and 

enlightening. 


